23 tickets will campaign in elections for class offices

By ERIC M. BERGAMO
Senior Staff Reporter

By noon Friday, 23 tickets declared their candidacy in the March 6 election for class president, vice president, treasurer, secretary and will begin campaigning officially mid-night Tuesday March 1 for the March 8 election.

Six tickets are seeking senior class offices, seven tickets are in the running for junior class offices and ten tickets are seeking sophomore class offices.

There are two candidates running for the position of off-campus commissioner, juniors Ed Chestnut and Chris Koster. Among those seeking the senior class presidency are Joe Suplick, along with vice-presidential candidate Rick Carton, T.J. Smith for treasurer and Tom Proost for secretary. Flanner resident Tom Tisa is running with Lisa Jochum, John Brennan and Angela Ammon. Robert Man-danas is seeking the senior class presidency with Shaun Gray, Michelle Gabrich and John Buckley.

Also running for senior class office is presidential candidate Norman Diebel on a ticket including Ken Fitzpatrick, Robert Fitz and Shannon McAl­lister. Grace resident Ted Zei­ler heads the ticket of Luke Sheridan, Steve Bishop and Terry Lally. Paul Kelley leads the ticket of Andy Kinney, Terry Lalley, Paul Kelly and Tom Proost.

By MIKE O'CONNELL
News Staff

Dr. Adrienne Bailey, vice president of office affairs for the New York College Board, stressed the need for a change in the academic structure of colleges to create a greater awareness of and objectivity towards minorities in a lecture Sunday night about “The Challenge to American Education” for minorities in society today.

Contemporary technology calls for quality and diversity in education, she said. “You are either part of the solution, or part of the problem,” Bailey said. “The number of black stu­dents is declining rapidly in higher education because of this passive attitude towards minorities in general. It is time for a change.”

All students must recognize the need for a college curriculum that includes the minority groups and their unique contributions to the history and development of human beings, said Bailey.

Today, our growing economy requires a new outlook, special aptitudes, and an educational environment accepting of others,” she said.

“The future of America lies in a work force that can think, accept, and welcome change. Without an open college atmosphere that includes well-informed, caring teachers and high academic standards, the quality of students entering the work force will be deficient,” Bailey said.

Bailey used the example of a Stanford University case concerning the content of one of its Western culture courses required by all freshmen. The administration and faculty have been arguing over the implications of this course as a requirement for Stanford undergraduates - namely, the impor­tance that Western civilization is the only culture worth studying, she said.

The faculty is trying to change the name of the course to “Cultures, Values, and Ideas” and incorporate non-European culture classes which contribute to America. “The Stanford University debate is a perfect example of the lack of objectivity in higher-level academic institutions. A core reading list that is limited to European countries is insufficient.”

Parrish wins by majority plus one

By KATIE KEARNEY
Assistant Saint Mary's Editor

The ticket of Julie Parrish, Lisa Hill and Christy Wolfe won the Saint Mary's student body run-off election over the Annie Buch ticket by only one more vote than necessary, said election commissioner Framie Thompson.

ND/SMC ELECTIONS

The new junior class officers are Lisa Calanciac and her running mate, the sophomore run-off election was won by the Maggie Belin ticket, said Thompson. “The Parrish ticket received 50 percent plus two votes,” said Thompson, explaining that “in order to win a run-off election, the party must receive 50 percent of the vote plus one vote.”

The Buch ticket included Carol Mahony and Kim Sartorti received 43 percent of the votes cast, according to official election results.

The remaining 7 percent of the votes abstained when cast­ing their ballots, Thompson said 48 percent of the junior, sophomore and freshman classes voted.

The race for the student body offices has been a close one. In the first election, results originally showed the Buch ticket defeated the Parrish ticket by one percent, putting the Buch ticket into the run-off against the Parrish ticket.

After a recount petitioned by the Parrish ticket, an 11-vote discrepancy was discovered, but both tickets still two votes too short to be included in the run­off. Heily then petitioned for a revote, which was denied by the election committee.

“We’re really happy with the results,” Parrish said. “It was a long hard race and we’re glad to see ELECTION, page 3

Attitude toward minorities must change, says Bailey

Columunist Art Buchwald to give Red Smith Lecture

Special to The Observer

Syndicated columnist and author Art Buchwald will deliver the 1986 Red Smith Lecture in Journalism on Wednesday, March 23. Buchwald, whose column for the Los Angeles Times Syndicate appears in some 530 newspapers in this country and abroad, will speak at 8 p.m. in Washington­ton Hall.

The lecture honors the late Red Smith, a 1957 graduate of Notre Dame and one of America's greatest sportswriters. Made possi­ble by a gift from Coca-Cola USA and administered by the department of American studies, the lecturehip promotes the teaching of writing and journalism and recognizes high journalistic standards. The lecturehip began in 1983, a year after Smith's death.

Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in 1962 for distin­guished commentary, Buch­wald is this country's most widely read humorist and satirist. In 1996 he was elected to the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters, making him only the third humorist since Mark Twain to be in­duced into the academy.

Buchwald has written 27 books, most are national best-sellers. His most recent collection, “I Think I Don't Remember,” appeared last fall. Some earlier popular works include: “Son of the Great Society” (1966), “I Never Danced at the White
Decision to run Fidelity ad re-evaluated after uproar

About four days ago I made the most serious mistake of my tenure as editor-in-chief of The Observer.

I am going to detail that mistake in this column, because it is important to be accountable for my own decisions and not pass any guilt on to those who work for our organization.

The mistake I refer to is the advertisement for Fidelity magazine which ran in The Observer on Tuesday and Wednesday of last week. After reflecting on some of the issues raised by the strong community reaction to the ad, I realize that the ad should not have run as it appeared in our paper.

I believe that the author’s brand of radically conservative Catholicism led him to make assertions and connections between the death of Father Neil Rasmussen and dissent in the Church that an objective journalist would not have made. In short, I did not agree with the article’s conclusions and content. Nevertheless, I thought that the author was entitled to his opinion.

When I made the decision to run the ad (the decision was not made by the editorial board), I believed that I had valid reasons for making that decision. When the ad came into the office, my initial reaction was that the ad was pretty offensive. When one of the editors asked if we should run it, however, I had to decide what the reasons for not running it would be.

I decided that the reason my reaction to the ad was not strong enough. I decided that my reason for not running this ad would be to censor its author. Given my predisposition against the subject matter, I felt that I would not be running the ad because of my personal tastes. In an effort to be objective and to protect the publication’s right to express his opinions, I decided to allow the ad to run.

That was the reasoning behind the decision. It was not an easy decision to make. In fact it was the most difficult decision I’ve made as editor-in-chief. Unfortunately, it was not the right decision.

We want to know!

If you see or hear of anything you consider newsworthy, let us know. Call The Observer news desk at 239-6080 anytime, day or night.

Kevin Becker
Editor-in-Chief
Leapfroggers to try to set record today

By PATRICK O'CONNOR
Staff Reporter

An attempt to establish the record for the largest intercollegiate leapfrog competition will be held on South Quad today at 4:30 p.m.

There is presently no record for such a competition, according to Diane Magill, student union board public relations director. "We hope to establish one," she said.

The competition, which is sponsored by SUB and the student government, and open to all Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students and faculty who register today from 4 p.m. until start time. There is no cost for registration.

SUB representatives said they had no idea how many students would participate or how many to prepare for, but Magill said, "We want it to be real big."

The leapfrog competition kicks off an SUB-sponsored week of events under the name "Celebrate St. Patrick's Day a 'Wee' Bit Early," which includes a Pub Night at Theodore's and performances by an Irish music band.

Notre Dame's last attempt at a similar record took place Sept. 6, 1985, when 5,151 Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students assembled on Green Field and broke the intercollegiate musical chairs record.

New Year celebration

To celebrate the Chinese New Year that began last week, the Chinese Students Association prepared traditional Chinese meals.

For their support, we wish the Patrick O'Grady in 1987. In the junior class race, Lisa Catanesi, Tara Melichar, Deirdre Milton and Carol Berkowski were swept into office receiving 58 percent of the votes cast.

They defeated the Rachael Jarosh ticket including Kathy Sullivan, Chris Rockman and Patti Johnson who received 21 percent and the Jill Fortin ticket of Kristin Anderson, Coleen Keefe and Chrissy Hajduch who received 15 percent of the vote.

The sophomore class election winner is the Maggie Belin ticket of Kathy Anne Weber, Debbie Rybarczyk and Kathy O'Dwyer with 65 percent of the vote.

Tickets

continued from page 1

Ticket of Stacy O'Grady, Sean Hickey and Kelly Ullinger.

Those running for sophomore class office include presidential candidate Jim Fitzgerald on a ticket with vice-president Mary Ann Cendella, treasurer John Buehling and secretary Michelle Richards. Keenan resident Dennis Lynch heads a ticket with Jennifer Salmon, Mick Meyer and Mimi Prechtel. Matthew Burge is running with Norm Conley, Liz Varga and Kelly Golden.

Also seeking sophomore class office are Stanford resident Frank Timons, running with Charlotte Kaufman, Sigi Loya and Mary Sue Twoby. Steve Schmidt heads the ticket of Tiffany Israel, Tom Wiltburger and Derrick Johnson. Jim McCarthy is running with John David Yoder, Amy Raczkowski and David Archer.

Holy Cross resident Bill Neuenfeldt is running with Kevin Moffa, Amy Patria and Marian Rukwima. Robert Pasin leads the ticket of Stacy Farrar, Julie Shadd and Steve Wagner. Scott Mssouri is running with Amy Meyer, Mike Butler and Stephanie Snyder while Maria Jakic seeks the presidency along with Bryan Boswell, Amy Regan and Craig Kleis.

The campaign period will run for one week from midnight Tuesday, March 1 to midnight March 7. The election will be held March 8.

If no ticket receives 50 percent of the vote, a run-off election will be held on March 10 after a 24-hour campaigning period.
Celebrate St. Patrick's Day
A "Wee" Bit Early

MONDAY
FEB. 29
N.D.'s attempt to set the intercollegiate LEAP FROG RECORD
4:00 P.M. SOUTH QUAD

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 2
"IRISH PUB NIGHT"
Featuring "Paddy's Racket"
"Irish Music in overdrive"
AT THEO'S 8:00 P.M.

THURSDAY
MARCH 3
IRISH KING & QUEEN
COMPETITION
6:00 AT THEO'S

FRIDAY
MARCH 4
PEP RALLY for Marquette basketball game
7:30 P.M. - 8:00 P.M.
WVFI D.J. at 7:00

MARCH 5
"Sadie Hawkins Style"
ST. PAT'S DAY BALL
9:30-1:00 $5
SOUTH DINING HALL

WEAR GREEN!
TUESDAY
MARCH 1
MOVIE:
THE QUIET MAN MONTGOMERY THTR.
(and receive prizes!)
7:00 P.M. 9:30
John Wayne & Maureen O'Hara
$.50

"IRISH PUB NIGHT"
Featuring "Paddy's Racket"
"Irish Music in overdrive"
AT THEO'S

Sponsored by

Classes of 91
Speaker continued from page 1

House" (1973), "While House" (1973), "The Buchwald All The Time" (1985).

In 1949, Buchwald began to contribute a column to the European edition of The New York Herald Tribune. Early in 1952, the column, "Europe's Lighter Side," started to appear in this country, and by 1959 Time magazine noted that Buchwald's work in Paris had achieved "an institutional quality."

After 14 years abroad, Buchwald returned to the United States in 1962, taking up residence in Washington, D.C., and launching a column, "Capitol Punishment." His running commentary on American political life, especially the activities of presidents, is characterized by a playful treatment of the powerful. "I consider myself the cruise director on the Titanic," he said recently, "We may not get there, but I'm going first class."

Following Buchwald's visit to Notre Dame, his Red Smith Lecture will be printed and distributed by Coca-Cola USA to journalists and educators across the country.

Pre-Bookstore practice

Sonn residents try to get a jump on their bookstore basketball tournament competition by getting in an early practice Sunday on the courts behind the bookstore.

Republicans spar in Atlanta, Maine victory claimed for Bush

Associated Press

George Bush, whose backers claimed victory Sunday in Maine's Republican presidential caucuses, was attacked by chief rival Bob Dole on the Iran-Contra affair. Rep. Jack Kemp, meanwhile, blasted the two GOP front-runners on taxes.

As the Democrats geared up for their second debate in two days, Michael Dukakis grabbed an early lead in the Maine Democratic caucuses. The Massachusetts governor had been favored to score a victory on his New England home turf. The caucuses pick delegates to the parties' state conventions this spring, where national convention delegates are chosen.

At a Republican debate in Atlanta - their first full-scale face-off of the Southern campaign - Dole took aim at Bush for the Reagan administration's decision to trade arms for hostages in the Iran-Contra affair. That, he said, was a big mistake.

"We never should trade arms for hostages. We shouldn't issue these reports and say we shouldn't trade arms for hostages - the vice-president's report - and then later go to a meeting and say it's all right. We shouldn't do those things," Dole said, holding up a report on terrorism that was written by a presidential commission headed by Bush.

Bush did not respond directly, but did say "mistakes were made" in the Iran-Contra affair.

Kemp, whose campaign has been faltering after poor showings in early contests, accused Bush and Dole of supporting tax hikes.

"O'LEGA and the Sandinistas have more friends in Congress than U.S. taxpayers do. The same good folks who helped turn Saigon into Ho Chi Minh City are trying to make Communist permanent in Managua as it is still known."

TOTAL REWARDS

The New York Observer, page 5
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The Observer / Donald Parn...
U.N. session to condemn U.S. move to close PLO mission

Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS - The United States, its U.N. prestige and influence already at an all-time low, faces a showdown this week when the General Assembly convenes an emergency session to condemn U.S. efforts to close the PLO mission.

Some Arab leaders say they want to shift the next General Assembly meeting to Geneva to punish the United States for harassing the Palestine Liberation Organization, which the United Nations recognizes.

The entire U.N. operation here, including the General Assembly, funnels $400 million into the U.S. and New York economies, according to the U.S. mission.

The 42nd General Assembly will reconvene for at least three days beginning Monday and consider two resolutions regarding the PLO mission.

One reaffirms the PLO's right to operate and calls on the United States to honor its treaty obligations, the other calls for a ruling by the International Court of Justice.

The move to shut the PLO mission comes as Secretary of State George Shultz is on a critical Middle East visit aimed at initiating Middle East peace talks and ending the 11-week Palestinian uprising in Israel's occupied territories. State Department and United Nations lawyers say Congress' new anti-terrorist legislation, which would close the PLO's U.N. observer mission, is illegal and violates the 1974 Headquarters Agreement.

Former Attorney General Ramsey Clark, legal adviser to the PLO, told the Associated Press Saturday, "We assume the United States doesn't want to be an international outlaw and will, therefore, honor its obligations."

PLO ambassador Zehdi Labib Terzi told the AP that the U.S. action against the PLO mission is harming Shultz' chances in the Middle East.

"The Palestinians are being killed in their own home, and this is an attempt to stifle their voice in the international community. This is not a message of peace, but a requiem," he said.

Tickets will be free, but required.

Information regarding time and place for ticket distribution will be made available at a later date.

The University of Notre Dame and the United States Postal Service invite the Notre Dame Student Body to the Dedication of "The Knute Rockne Commemorative Stamp" with Principal Speaker

PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN
March 9, 1988 at the Joyce Athletic & Convocation Center Arena at 12:30 p.m.

Student government

BUY CLASSIFIEDS
‘Purlie’ performance
‘somewhat victorious’

TAMMY ETTE
accent writer

Purlie Victorious was, well, somewhat victorious. The musical “Purlie,” named after the lead character Purlie Victorious, entertained a moderately sized audience in Saint Mary’s O’Laughlin Auditorium Friday night.

Purlie, a newly declared black preacher man, returned to his farm, named Lutiebelle to reclaim an inheritance that belonged to his sister. Lutiebelle was to pose as Purlie’s niece and reclaim her supposed dead mother’s money.

The money was being kept by a white, dictatorial landlord who owned the farm where Purlie and his relatives worked and lived. Because of his financial power, he was able to keep his workers, 50 years after the Emancipation Proclamation, in virtual slavery.

The songs in the musical reflected the oppressive years of slavery. But added the blend of jazz and soul that the liberation of the 20th century brought. The 11 member cast sang about the “Mew Tangled God-fearing Christian, even if he didn’t understand what Purlie was saying.

Although the talent of the performers seemed endless, as one audience member pointed out, the songs seemed a bit out of place.

I felt the same, attributing it to the fact that the musical was adapted from the play “Purlie Victorious.” No exposition was achieved through the music. The audience really didn’t learn anything from the lyrics of the songs, which became really obvious after the intermission.

The story had to come to a resolution. Purlie was able to obtain the money as he had planned and the show ended to get the “white bigoted landowners.”

This conflict was weak, and no music was used in resolving it. The second half had only 1 in 11 in the first half. As another audience member pointed out, it was not Broadway material, although it did remain on the Broadway stage for over two years.

The performance was brought to Saint Mary’s by Daedalus Productions, a company which tours yearly with the 20th century musicals spared no expense in providing the most suitable costumes and sets. The audience members didn’t doubt that they were on a poor Southern plantation about 30 years ago.

Despite some weaknesses in the storyline, the audience seemed to enjoy the performance.

“Purlie” was victorious because it was able to raise serious issues in a non-offensive light. It was set before the civil rights era of the 60s, but the questions it raised are still relevant today.

At one point in the play, one of the characters asked about the definition of freedom. They had been freed in the 1860s, so why couldn’t they get out from under the tyrannical reign of their white landowners? Another asked what was worth fighting for. If they fought for freedom and got slavery, what else was “worth” it? Women’s Money?

As most stories “Purlie” also had its happy ending. The white tyrannical landowner met his death and his workers obtained their freedom and lived happily ever after.

All My Children: Travis and Erica adjusted to life with their new baby. Cindy was taken to the hospital in critical condition. The family comforted a dazed Stuart. Cliff considered returning to South America. Nina wouldn’t sign the divorce papers and admitted to Mira that she’s pregnant.

Comin’: Nina wonders about the baby’s father. Another World: Rev. shotgun Michael, then struggled with Donna until they both tumbled from a second-story window. Loretta got a warm reception from everyone except her sons. Jamie walked out on Lisa. Scott worried about the outcome of Dixon’s lawsuit. Coming: A villain’s ultimate end.

As The World Turns: Roy was upset to hear that Thornton was looking for work in Oakdale. Lila was surprised by Sean’s interest. The Hugheses arranged for Laura to visit her children. Sabrina accepted Seth’s proposal. Laini ran away from Monica disappeared and her playhouse burned down. Coming: Rendezvous in Edinburgh.

Dallas: Lisa and Bobby fought over Christopher In court. Bobby lashed out at J.R. for his involvement with Lisa. April challenged her husband and Nicholas by telling her true identity. Unable to cope with Clayton’s presumed affair, Miss Ellie fled Southfork. Kimberley held a secret meeting with Casey. Coming: Nicholas fights for his life.

Days Of Our Lives: Patch came out of his coma but refused to tell Jack why he donated the money. Jack called Shawn after realizing that Eve needed help. Shane assumed Eve. Jodi’s underworld contact couldn’t help Diana. Roman discovered that Serena’s kidnap was a hoax to free Diana. Coming: Patch and Kayla start over.

 Falcon Crest: Tension between Maggie and Richard over Angela’s visits with Michael and Garth’s presence in their home. Lance pursues his investigation of the deaths at Falcon Crest to help Emma. Vickie and Eric realized they had underestimated Richard. Angela piqued Pelotta’s interest in Frank’s mysterious activities. Coming: Maggie refuses to give in.

 General Hospital: Terry was charmed by Colton. Tom makes a remark about learning of Simone’s pregnancy, but they were finally married. Monica threatened Alan with divorce. Robert and Duke fulfilled their contract to lock Anna away. Anna escaped and got lost in freezing woods. Robert found her. Paulina hid and stopped him from going over a cliff. Duke arrived to find Anna in Sc stocking’s arms. Coming: The rivalry continues. Guiding Light: While Joash’s party guests awaited him. Will pushed him off a roof. He saved Jones and Alan saved her. Will headed for the darkroom as Sonni told him about Reva’s damaging photos. Ed announced that Bobbie’s latest divorce was over.

Coming: Reva’s damaged dreams. Johnny comforted Chelsea over her break-up. Coming: Steve’s dances a thread. Knots Landing: Plack and受到了attacks when Greg decided to take Meg back. Val faced Gary in court to block his claims on the twins. Paige found herself again involved with Johnny. Olivia got angry upon learning that her mother’s marriage to Charles was canceled. Abby decided to go ahead with the Lotus Point marina expansion project. Coming: Olivia falls into danger.

 Loving: Alex told a terrified Lisa that their baby was dead. Ava agreed to carry on as usual because of her feelings for Alex. Lewis conjured Diana for her desire for Jack and made sure Stacey over heard her confession. Stacey told Jack they were finished. Jim chose Shana over the priesthood. Coming: Lily seizes an opportunity.

The Young & The Restless: Victor calls Buck, Max enraged when he found that Gabrielle spent the money he loaned her for the ranch to buy Delia’s business. Coming: Victor takes over the ranch. Getting to know her. Bo told Vicki they found a body that Asa identified as Clive. Coming: West under covers in Italy to find her baby. Coming: Clint’s loved ones mourn. Ryan’s Hope: Mave, Frank and a medical team burst into action. Jack informed them that he found Johnny barely alive.

Johnny went into cardiac arrest after T.J. went after T.J. with a gun after a confrontation with Mercer Drake to the family. Jack quit the police force so that he could take care of the new owner–Lee Kirkland. Coming: Lee gets the “300” letter. Coming: The family prays for Johnny.

Santa Barbara: Andrea was fixed after Kathleen was found to be the assassin. Cruz caught Richard, but Kathleen shot Cruz while holding him hostage. Mason came out of his coma calling Julia’s name. Tori agreed to a divorce but insisted that she and Mason go to Santa Torsa. C.C. went after T.J. with a gun after finding him in bed with Sophie. Snarling from Scott’s rejection. Oma gave in to Keith’s seduction. Coming: The family becomes a soap opera.

The Young & The Restless: Jessica admitted to Cricket that Richard, her father might be alive. Jill was stunned to learn that Cricket had sent her his engagement ring in a box. Lauren pressured Brad not to show her pictures on the Internet. San multiplied when Brad vetoed the idea of having a baby. Nina’s owned the farm where virtual slavery. Brought to Saint Mary’s by Daedalus Productions, a company which tours yearly with the 20th century
Although the new year is only three weeks old, the suffering has already become harder and even more repressive of the peace plan a few months ago, the republics are continually threatened with torture and killing of two men who were still waiting to hear some word of the colonel along with some 50 soldiers three days before and they tried to pull the women out of the car. When the volunteer told them he was a North American, they stopped and drove off. Such a thing is known to be the work of the death squads which appear to be on the run again in El Salvador.

The army has cut off almost all access to the population communities and all the communities in the countryside which are being most repressed. They have made it nearly impossible for international volunteers or delegations to visit by refusing permission or requiring documents that would be almost impossible to produce. Military roadblocks are set up on the roads and are sleeping together in two of the army, the two generally understood methods of keeping a boy out of the army. There are plenty of upper class teenagers riding the food, because the military claims it the churches are not allowed to bring in any clothes. They have families have the "resources" or the connections to keep them out—several have told me as much.

Hardly an example of democracy, this system has the poor fighting and losing their lives to protect the interests and security of the tiny minority who control nearly everything in this country, often having to turn against their own families.

Perhaps the most appalling thing that has happened here recently was the attack on the refugee camp, San Jose del Golfo, just outside the capital. The camp is a shelter for displaced people who have fled the terror and suffering in other parts of the country—a community of families who have just fled the violence. On Saturday, Jan. 16, more than 200 soldiers, their faces painted black, entered the camp. There were at least 12 to 15 names of suspected guerrillas and "sympathizers" that they wanted to take out. They searched the entire camp, but when they tried to force the people out, the people gathered around them in a strong large enough to prevent the soldiers from getting at them.

The next day, however, at approximately 9 p.m. soldiers surrounded the camp and began machine gunning into the camp. The firing went on for three hours and several small bombs were thrown inside as well. One man who was sitting up in bed a few feet away had a bullet shot in the stomach. No one else was hurt, but a few days ago when I went to visit the same camp, the people showed me the bullet holes in the trees and the tin roofs of the barracks where they live and then a few large holes in the roofs from the bombs. The people are scared and afraid now and are sleeping together in two large groups for security, not knowing what they will come to know.

This is the farthest that the military has ever gone in its hostility against the refugee camp, actually opening fire on an unarmed civilian population. Their later claim that the firing had begun from within the camp, has not been cross by all. When the El Salvador desk at the U.S. State Department was questioned by a concerned committee in the North American, their answer was that the people at the camp had committed a criminal offense in not allowing the soldiers to carry out the men the day before, implying that such a retaliation would be justified, innocent civilians present or not.

Several days after the attack in Cafel Real, one several internal international volunteers were driving out of the camp with a group of women from the community when they were stopped by a car with dark windows and three heavily armed men in civilian clothes. They were ordered to get out of the car and when they refused, the men began to hit the volunteer on the head with a gun and tried to pull the women out of the car. When the volunteer told them he was a North American, they stopped and drove off. Such activities are known to be the work of the death squads which appear to be on the run again in El Salvador.

The army has cut off almost all access to the population communities and all the communities in the countryside which are being most repressed. They have made it nearly impossible for international volunteers or delegations to visit by refusing permission or requiring documents that would be almost impossible to produce. Military roadblocks are set up on the roads and are sleeping together in two of the army, the two generally understood methods of keeping a boy out of the army. There are plenty of upper class teenagers riding the food, because the military claims it the churches are not allowed to bring in any clothes. They have families have the "resources" or the connections to keep them out—several have told me as much.

Hardly an example of democracy, this system has the poor fighting and losing their lives to protect the interests and security of the tiny minority who control nearly everything in this country, often having to turn against their own families.

Perhaps the most appalling thing that has happened here recently was the attack on the refugee camp, San Jose del Golfo, just outside the capital. The camp is a shelter for displaced people who have fled the terror and suffering in other parts of the country—a community of families who have just fled the violence. On Saturday, Jan. 16, more than 200 soldiers, their faces painted black, entered the camp. There were at least 12 to 15 names of suspected guerrillas and "sympathizers" that they wanted to take out. They searched the entire camp, but when they tried to force the people out, the people gathered around them in a strong large enough to prevent the soldiers from getting at them.

The next day, however, at approximately 9 p.m. soldiers surrounded the camp and began machine gunning into the camp. The firing went on for three hours and several small bombs were thrown inside as well. One man who was sitting up in bed a few feet away had a bullet shot in the stomach. No one else was hurt, but a few days ago when I went to visit the same camp, the people showed me the bullet holes in the trees and the tin roofs of the barracks where they live and then a few large holes in the roofs from the bombs. The people are scared and afraid now and are sleeping together in two large groups for security, not knowing what they will come to know.

This is the farthest that the military has ever gone in its hostility against the refugee camp, actually opening fire on an unarmed civilian population. Their later claim that the firing had begun from within the camp, has not been cross by all. When the El Salvador desk at the U.S. State Department was questioned by a concerned committee in the North American, their answer was that the people at the camp had committed a criminal offense in not allowing the soldiers to carry out the
partisan Congressional Report on the hearings, "The common ingredients of the Iran and Contra policies were secrecy, deceptions, and disdain for the law."

On the occasions of the presidential visit let us reflect in a humane and Christian way on the policies and values espoused by the current administration.

Lou Marie Nanni, Pax Christi Notre Dame
February 26, 1988

Fidelity adangers reader

Dear Editor:

I am writing in response to the profusion of letters you have received regarding your inclusion of the Fidelity magazine advertisement on Feb. 23. I agree wholeheartedly with the Observer's decision to omit the advertisement. The following is from the Fidelity magazine advertisement:

Fidelity Securities: "Since 1981 we have been helping to bridge the gap between those with a cost of $21,000 and 5,000 shareholders. Our mission is to provide a behind the scenes look at these events while also gaining a better understanding of the policies that they sponsor.

However, most of us don't realize that the Observer need not sacrifice its own sense of decency by accepting some of this responsibility, then Student Body Treasurer is responsible for budgeting this sum to the organizations which rely on it for their operations. These include: Student Government, the Council, the Judicial Council, the Social Club, the Off-campus Council, and many others.

The Student Body Treasurer also provides the learning experience of budgeting this sum to the organizations which rely on it for their operations. These include: Student Government, the Council, the Judicial Council, the Social Club, the Off-campus Council, and many others. The position of Student Body Treasurer also has the opportunity to serve as a member of the Student Senate and as chairman of the Student Senate Budget and Finance Committee. This means that the Treasurer ensures that the fiscal policies established by the Student Senate are followed and that the clubs and organizations adhere to the spending guidelines approved by the Senate. The Student Body Treasurer is also a member of the Steering Committee which determines the policy of SUB. Members of the steering committee provide input for and approval of the events sponsored by SUB.

Dear Editor:

I am writing in response to the profusion of letters you have received regarding your inclusion of the Fidelity magazine advertisement on Feb. 23. I agree wholeheartedly with the Observer's decision to omit the advertisement. The following is from the Fidelity magazine advertisement:

Fidelity Securities: "Since 1981 we have been helping to bridge the gap between those with a cost of $21,000 and 5,000 shareholders. Our mission is to provide a behind the scenes look at these events while also gaining a better understanding of the policies that they sponsor.

However, most of us don't realize that the Observer need not sacrifice its own sense of decency by accepting some of this responsibility, then Student Body Treasurer is responsible for budgeting this sum to the organizations which rely on it for their operations. These include: Student Government, the Council, the Judicial Council, the Social Club, the Off-campus Council, and many others. The position of Student Body Treasurer also has the opportunity to serve as a member of the Student Senate and as chairman of the Student Senate Budget and Finance Committee. This means that the Treasurer ensures that the fiscal policies established by the Student Senate are followed and that the clubs and organizations adhere to the spending guidelines approved by the Senate. The Student Body Treasurer is also a member of the Steering Committee which determines the policy of SUB. Members of the steering committee provide input for and approval of the events sponsored by SUB.

P.O. Box Q

Paper should use discretion

Dear Editor:

We write this letter in reference to an ad that appeared in the Feb. 23 and 24 issues of The Observer. The ad in question solicited subscriptions to Fidelity magazine. Fidelity magazin

observer should show decency

Dear Editor:

We write this letter in reference to an ad that appeared in the Feb. 23 and 24 issues of The Observer. The ad in question solicited subscriptions to Fidelity magazine. Fidelity magazine is a publication that has vic

Donesbury

FOLS STILL REMEMBER THE OLD DAYS. WE'LL BE THE FIRST SHIFITED TOWAD.

HE HAD AN EASY SMILE, AND WHISPERED "I'M GOING TO FIND OUT THE TRUTH!"

BUT THE TOWNSFOLK SOON NO white in this town. WHAT'S THIS ALL ABOUT ODOR THE OUTSIDER?

I CANT PUT MY FINGER ON IT... BUT I KNOW IT'S SOMETHING..."

IT TOOK A CHILD..."

GARY TRUDEAU

March 18, 1983

John F. Kennedy

One man can make a difference. Every man should try.

"Paper should use discretion.

Dear Editor:

We write this letter in reference to an ad that appeared in the Feb. 23 and 24 issues of The Observer. The ad in question solicited subscriptions to Fidelity magazine. Fidelity magazine is a publication that has vic

Observer should show decency

Dear Editor:

We write this letter in reference to an ad that appeared in the Feb. 23 and 24 issues of The Observer. The ad in question solicited subscriptions to Fidelity magazine. Fidelity magazine is a publication that has vic

Pax Christi

Dear Editor:

As a person from moral criticism merely because he is a priest or because he is, as Linda J. Thimons wrote, "not even around to defend himself." It is no coincidence that many of the letters that came from the community of Father Rasmussen; this is because they are concerned chiefly with how this information will reflect on themselves. If the media would suppress this particular story, what is stopping the media from suppressing the problems of the Balkans. Gary Hart and Jimmy Swaggart? That would be censorship, and it is wrong, no matter how much the letters from such sources as certain (afro-haired) people. The people have a right to the truth; if the people find the truth distasteful, they are free to ignore it.

Patrick R. Cunningham

Pangburn Hall
February 26, 1988

Treasurer post needs filling

Dear Editor:

As the Student Body Assistant Treasurer of the Office of Alcohol and Drug Assistance, I would like to take a second here to publically thank Alumni-Senior Club and its director, Larry Briggs, for their very thoughtful and much appreciated donation of $1000 to the Michael Cogswell Memorial Fund. This money will help make the fund a continuing memorial that will also support the recovery of students with alcohol and other drug problems.

David I. Stetson
Assistant Professor
February 26, 1988

Alumni Club thanked

Dear Editor:

I'd like to take a second here to publically thank Alumni-Senior Club and its director, Larry Briggs, for their very thoughtful and much appreciated donation of $1000 to the Michael Cogswell Memorial Fund. This money will help make the fund a continuing memorial that will also support the recovery of students with alcohol and other drug problems.

David I. Stetson
Assistant Professor
February 26, 1988

Quote of the Day

One man can make a difference. Every man should try.

John F. Kennedy
NVA floor hockey will have a captain's meeting today at 4 p.m. in the football auditorium. Each team member must be present and any unpaid fees must be paid at this time. The Observer

Harvey Kuenn, a former batting champ and the man who managed the Milwaukee Brewers to their only World Series appearance in 1982, died Sunday at his home in McKinney, Texas. The cause of death is not known. Associated Press

In the NBA Sunday, Detroit bounced Boston 106-101, Denver dumped New York 109-100 and Houston stopped San Antonio 96-89. Associated Press

In NHL action, New Jersey topped Minnesota 8-6, Chicago beat Pittsburgh 7-5, Buffalo whipped Winnipeg 5-3, and Calgary edged Edmonton 5-2. Associated Press

Women's Bookstore basketball signings will be held March 3 from 7-9 p.m. in Room 108 LaFortune. There is a $5 entry fee. For more information, call Barbara at 284-0767. The Observer

O.C. Hockey will have a game tonight at 10:30 p.m. The Observer

SPORTS BRIEFS

Clasifieds

NOTICES

WANTED

UNION/TICKETS 2 Visit Idaho. 3-7-90. Wait till March 31st. Call 223-5101.

LOSTFOUND

PERSONALS


GONG SHOW

LaRosa's. This one's for you! J.W. at 7:00, begin. 8:00. Come join the fun! 223-0732.

GONG SHOW

Thanks for 6 AWESOME months! L.

TO OUR FRIENDS (both of them):

GONG SHOW

Thanks for the study break Thursday night! I love you guys to pieces.

PERSONALS

THANK YOU, JUDE! 6 AWESOME months! Look forward to many, many more!

SMC/INFORMAL

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

4 BEDROOM HSE NICE NEIGHBORHOOD.

RENT HOUSE DURING SUMMER CALL 223-0815.

FOR RENT

4 MICHIGAN HAD NICKE MARRISON.

RENT HOUSE DURING SUMMER CALL 223-0815.

FOR SALE

THANK YOU FOR ALL THE FUN I'M HAVING! Call 211-2272.

FOR SALE

WE PROCHANGE IN PLANS FOR OUR VACATION. SO IF YOU WANT TO GIVE UP FANTASTIC LAUGHTER, YOU NEED TO TELL. ANNE KENDRICK/FOOTBALL DRIVING SCHOOL $325. 31 S. 19TH ST. 7-7301. SPECIAL PRICE IF YOU REGISTE R IN COWLEY. CALL 222-7010. 2-4 pm daily. Best bet you can't dance like that. 181-0779. THE OBSERVER

GONG SHOW

Anne: You're a fine girl. What a great picture! Why don't you come up? Would you marry me?


FOR RENT

4 MICHIGAN HAD NICKE MARRISON.

RENT HOUSE DURING SUMMER CALL 223-0815.

FOR RENT

4 MICHIGAN HAD NICKE MARRISON.

RENT HOUSE DURING SUMMER CALL 223-0815.

FOR SALE

YOUR PERSONAL AD Defensive Line: 6'5"-300 lbs. Need a DE with terrorizing pass rush skills. For Sale.

FOR SALE

YOUR PERSONAL AD Defensive Line: 6'5"-300 lbs. Need a DE with terrorizing pass rush skills. For Sale.
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YOUR PERSONAL AD Defensive Line: 6'5"-300 lbs. Need a DE with terrorizing pass rush skills. For Sale.

FOR SALE

YOUR PERSONAL AD Defensive Line: 6'5"-300 lbs. Need a DE with terrorizing pass rush skills. For Sale.

FOR SALE

YOUR PERSONAL AD Defensive Line: 6'5"-300 lbs. Need a DE with terrorizing pass rush skills. For Sale.
**Bengals continued from page 16**

Since the summer, I was very pleased last year, and I felt I did as well as I could at that point, but I feel that I'm in a better box now."

If Noone wins a title this year and in 1989, he will be just the fifth person in history to win four titles.

Tim 'TII Hartigan, the other defending title-holder, also won a second-round TKO, slipping past Mike 'Stimpy' Rigney in the lightweight division.

"He didn't come after me, and the coach said to just come after him," said Hartigan. "The first round I was throwing wild rights, and the coach told me just straighten it out, and I threw straight rights.""}

- **Dave Sugar Cane and Vance 'Pretty Boy' Buckland, both of whom lost in the finals last year, also had imposing quarterfinal performances. Cane, a South Bend native, scored a third-round TKO over Matt 'Sugar' Flanagan in the junior welterweight division.**

Buckland managed to get the quickest TKO of the day, stopping Miguel 'Pinoy' Lado in the first round of the middleweight competition.

Troy 'Slam' Duncan also had an outstanding outing. In the battle of the Apple, the resident of New York City won a unanimous decision over Sean 'Long Island Lasher' McKeeny in a junior lightweight fight.

One of the more exciting matchups of the quarterfinals came late in the evening, as Chris 'Boom Boom' Buckland won a split decision over Ed Quinn in the light heavyweight division. The two fighters changed a flurry of punches in the third round, but Buckland came out ahead with two knockdowns in the final two rounds.

"I was a lot more protective in the last two rounds because I'd never gotten hit hard in the face before the first round," said Baltin, another South Bend native. "I realized the only way I'd hurt him was with the big punches, and that's how I knocked him down twice. I realized it wasn't going to be the jabs that would get him, so I kind of put two and two together."

Baltin's win came on the heels of another thrilling match, as Chris 'Murph' Murphy won a controversial split decision over Gerry 'G-Man' Graf in the super middleweight division.

**Correction**

A recent column identified Dick Modzelewski as the Green Bay Packer assistant coach who was charged with shoplifting. It should have been Jerry Wampfler.
Alex Wilson field lives up to high expectations

By MIKE SULLIVAN

As promised by Irish head coach Joe Piane, this past weekend's Alex Wilson Invitational proved to be fast—very fast.

With schools such as Pittsburgh, Georgetown and Eastern Michigan sending only their top athletes in hopes of qualifying them for the NCAA Championships, one could only expect an exciting field to be posted, and they were. The tough competition helped to push the Irish to some outstanding performances.

Sophomore Pat Kearns got the Irish on the move early by winning the 5000 meters going away. Kearns started out in front of the pack and never fell back to fourth place. He regained the lead with four laps remaining and crossed the finish line ten meters ahead of the second-place finisher. Kearns finished in 14:41.30.

Sophomore Glenn Watson turned in an outstanding time of 7:28:05 to tie for first in the 3000 meter hurdles. Also having a good day for the Irish were freshmen John Cole and Jeff Smith. Cole, a high jumper, placed first with a jump of six feet, eight inches, while Smith captured first in the long jump with a leap of 23 feet, 11 one-half inches.

Perdue picked up his fourth personal with 15:41.51 left to play the game. The Buckeyes trailed by eater than halftime, but Gary Voyer put them 47-42 with 11:57 remaining. But the Buckeyes still had a chance to pull it out at the end as VanDervey placed fourth and sophomore Van Searcy placed fifth in the 5000 meter run.

Freshman Richard Culp came off the bench to score a career-high 14 points, and Mineral Wells offensive rh yth m in shooting
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Wildcats top Orange

Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Freshman Eric Manuel scored seven of Kentucky's final eight points as the 12th-ranked Wildcats overcame a nine-point second half deficit to defeat No. 10 Syracuse, 62-58 Sunday.

Playing without injured star Rex Chapman, Kentucky ran its record to 29-0 by taking advantage of a lack of foul shooting by the Orange and dominated the start of the second half, moving from a 32-29 advantage at halftime to a 49-40 lead with 12:19 left.

Ga. Tech 91, Duke 87

ATLANTA. Tom Hammond scored 25 of his 36 points for the Tech, and Oliver hit three crucial free throws in the final 45 seconds of the game as the sixth-ranked Georgia Tech beat fifth-ranked Duke 91-87 in an Atlantic Coast Conference game Sunday.

It was the seventh victory in a row for the Jackets, 23-6 overall and 8-4 in the conference, and the second loss in succession for the Blue Devils, 20-5 and 8-4 in the ACC.

FORWA L L AR M E T T I N G A N D SAVINGS EXTRAVAGANZA!

Louie's Tux Shop and the formal committee invite you to attend a formalwear fitting party, on campus, for the upcoming Notre Dame and Saint Mary's formal. You'll be professionally fitted for your tux... plus you'll receive a special discount on our selection of formalwear, including:

Basic Black Tux..............$399.95*
Designers Black Tux........$399.95*
Basic Tails....................$49.95*
Designer Tails..............$54.95*

Come to the Louie's Tux Shop formalwear fitting party on campus. You'll find the style you want to make you look your best... and special savings on your tuxedo rental.

WHERE: March 1, 2, 3 (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday)
WHERE: LaFortune Center (Main Lobby, 2nd floor);
LeMans Hall (March 3, Lobby)
TIME: 6-9 p.m.

*Does not include damage waiver tax and shoes.

STUDENT HAIRCARE SAVINGS! - COUPON SAVINGS -

OFF $10 OFF $10 OFF $5
STUDENT CUT STUDENT CUT ANY PERM
Reg. $8 Reg. $8 Reg. $5
MasterCuts MasterCuts MasterCuts

$77-3770

WHERE: LaFortune Center (Main Lobby, 2nd floor);
LeMans Hall (March 3, Lobby)
TIME: 6-9 p.m.

*Does not include damage waiver tax and shoes.
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Irish netters sweep Bowling Green, Cincy

By GEORGE TRAVERS

The Notre Dame men's tennis team improved its record to 8-4 this weekend with impressive wins over Cincinnati and Bowling Green. The Irish crushed both schools 9-0 in Saturday's matches.

After a week of exhausting matches in which Notre Dame was labeled definite underdogs, it was nice for the Irish to be favorites again. In the first match against the University of Cincinnati, coach Bob Bayliss opted to rest his number one singles player, Brian Kalbas, saving him for Bowling Green. Freshman Ryan Wenger moved to the top spot and showed poise as he won in three sets over Cliff Biester.

In other action against Cincinnati, captain Dan Walsh protected his perfect singles record as he shut out Jeff Moor-

The Irish played a perfect match as they went on to defeat the Falcons 9-0. Bowling Green failed to win a set in any of the matches. Notre Dame dominated the Falcons in every aspect of the game.

In number one singles Kalbas crushed Ken Bruce of Bowling Green 6-1, 6-0. The other Irish singles winners were Wenger, Walsh, Reiter, Daggs and Kuhlmans.

In the top doubles match Kalbas and Wenger rolled over Peter Ellisworth and Ken Bruce 6-2, 6-2. The other Irish doubles wins came from O'Dell and Xavier Serrano grabbed the final win for the Irish.

Saturday afternoon the Irish took on Bowling Green, a team Notre Dame beat last year 6-3. The Irish played a perfect match as they went on to defeat the Falcons 9-0. Bowling Green

The Zenith Data Systems eazy™ pc

The eazy™ pc from Zenith Data Systems gives you a full-featured computer that's so simple to operate, you can be up and running within minutes after opening the box. And it even comes with a 14" monochrome monitor attached. Along with an easy-to-use keyboard, and compact, high-capacity 3V/4" disk drive. Added to all this, you get some very important extras...

Like service and support. As an authorized Zenith Data Systems dealer, we'll give you a full demonstration. Match you up with the right software. We're also ready to follow-up to make certain your needs have been met.

So come talk to us. Here's our calling card!

The easy™ pc from Zenith Data Systems gives you a full-featured computer that's so simple to operate, you can be up and running within minutes after opening the box. And it even comes with a 14" monochrome monitor attached. Along with an easy-to-use keyboard, and compact, high-capacity 3V/4" disk drive. Added to all this, you get some very important extras...

Like service and support. As an authorized Zenith Data Systems dealer, we'll give you a full demonstration. Match you up with the right software. We're also ready to follow-up to make certain your needs have been met.

So come talk to us. Here's our calling card!
ND hockey sweeps series, eyes upcoming ACHA playoffs

By PETE SKIKO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team finished its season by doing what they’ve been accustomed to doing all year long—winning a weekend series.

Unfortunately, it came one week late.

After having their slight playoff hopes dashed at the hands of Michigan-Dearborn last weekend, the Irish came back strong by taking both ends of a home-and-home series with Lake Forest, and raising their regular season record to 24-2. Notre Dame won, 6-1, at Lake Forest on Friday night, and returned to the friendly confines of the JACC Saturday to win, 4-2.

Notre Dame head coach Ric Schafer was pleased with the way his squad rebounded from last weekend’s tough road trip.

“We talked about it before (Friday’s) game,” said Schafer, in his first year as head coach of the Irish. “We knew that we had no shot at the playoffs anymore and that we could either roll over or finish strong.”

“The mark of a good hockey team is how they play after they win, but the way they bounce back after a tough loss. We bounced back real well.”

But according to Schafer, the Irish victories epitomized both ends of the spectrum as far as intensity is concerned.

“Friday night’s game was easily one of our best efforts this year,” said Schafer. “We finally played nearly 60 minutes of a hockey game. We’re at our best when everybody contributes equally well—when there aren’t really any standout but everyone performs consistently. (Mike) McNell played great, but that’s consistent for him.”

McNell got the Irish on the right track Friday when he scored 10 seconds into the game. The goal sparked an intense effort by the Irish, who left the ice, after two more early goals by Tom Mooney and Pat Foley, with a 3-0 first-period lead.

The Foresters picked up a goal early in the second period to make it 3-1, but Lance Patton’s power play goal with a minute to go in the period kept the margin at a comfortable three goals. Two Irish third-period goals sealed the road victory.

Saturday’s game, however, was perhaps not the clinic that Friday’s might have been.

“No, it wasn’t picturesque,” remarked Schafer after the 4-2 win. “The sun was shining, it was a nice warm day, we didn’t get back (from Lake Forest) until late Friday night,... a lot of factors worked against us. Let’s just say we played well enough to win. We played about half as well as we did the night before, but, thankfully, so did Lake Forest.”

Again it was the senior captain, McNell, playing in his last home game for the Irish, who opened the scoring. His power play goal halfway through the first period put the Irish on the scoreboard first. Bob Bilston made the score 2-0 on a pretty assist from Bob Herber.

Lake Forest threatened to make it a close game when they scored the final goal of the first period. But Thomas Smith answered early in the second and the Irish defense made the 3-1 lead stand up until Herber scored to put the game out of reach midway through the third. Lake Forest scored with five minutes left to widen the final margin of victory.

The Irish go back to Dearborn to participate in the ACHA tournament next weekend. In the first round, Notre Dame faces Lake Forest again, and with a win, will probably advance to play the host, Michigan-Dearborn. Three of the four Irish losses this year have come at the hands of the Wolverines.

“Winning the tournament, especially by beating Michigan-Dearborn, would be a pretty good way to redeem ourselves for losing last weekend’s series to them,” said Schafer. “That would be a real happy ending for what has been a great season.”

Irish
continued from page 16
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The Senior Class of the University of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s College request the honour of your presence at the Senior Formal Dinner Dance on Saturday, the 16th of April

Nineteen hundred and eighty-eight

The Grand Ballroom
Hyatt Regency
151 East Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois

Red Suits
March 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Get a date now
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Red Suits
March 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Get a date now
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Notre Dame Communication and Theatre presents

AMADEUS by Peter Shaffer

directed by Frederic Syburg

Washington Hall
Wed., March 2, Thurs., March 3, Fri., March 4, Sat., March 5—8:10 P.M.
Sun., March 6—3:10 P.M.

Tickets are available at Washington Hall Ticket Office

March 7, 1988
Washington Hall 8:00 pm
Tickets $2.00
Available at The Cellar
Feb 29 - March 4

Sponsored by Student Union Board
**Campus**

12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. Kellogg Institute, Department of Sociology Family Program and the Japan Club lecture, "Japanese Women Making Their Way in Economics and Public Affairs," by Dr. Dorothy Robinson-Mowry, Research Associate for South Asia Program, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, Washington, D.C. Library Lounge.

4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Kellogg Institute, Department of Sociology Family Program and the Japan Club lecture, "Japan in Transition," by Dr. Dorothy Robinson-Mowry, Library Lounge.

4:00 p.m. E. 6:00 p.m. Kellogg Institute, Department of Anthropology, and the Black Studies Program lecture and slide presentation, "Bumba Meu bol, African, Amerindian, and European Influences in a Brazilian Religious Folk Drama," by Kazadi Wan Mukuna, Ethnomusicologist, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. Room 141 Hayes-Healy Center.


7:00 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre Spring Film Series, "The Draughtman's Contract," 107 minutes, directed by Peter Greenaway, Great Britain. Annenberg Auditorium.

9:00 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre Spring Film Series, "Love Me Tonight," 96 minutes, directed by Rouben Mamoulian, USA. Annenberg Auditorium.

**Dinner Menus**

- **Notre Dame Auditorium**
  - **Roast turkey w/ dressing and gravy**
  - **Sweet and sour pork over rice**
  - **Noodles Alfredo**
  - **Deli bar**

- **Saint Mary's**
  - **Roast turkey w/ dressing and gravy**
  - **Sweet and sour pork over rice**
  - **Noodles Alfredo**
  - **Deli bar**

**Comics**

**Calvin and Hobbes**

**Bloom County**

**Berke Breathed**

**The Daily Crossword**

**The Far Side**

**What's Happening with SUB this week:**

**Wed & Thurs** - 8:00 & 10:30 pm

**Fri & Sat** - 8:00 & 10:00 pm

**Saturday**

**LIP SYNC CONTEST at Theodore's**
Vandy turns back Notre Dame 75-66

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Editor

Depth, surprises offset Irish plan

By RICK RIETBROCK
Assistant Sports Editor

Untimely slumps dash Irish hopes

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Assistant Sports Editor

If you had told Notre Dame head coach Digger Phelps that Vanderbilt’s 7-1 center Will Perdue would score only 10 points while sitting on the bench for most of the second half and that the Commodores would shoot out two three-pointers, he probably would have told you that the Irish would be in a position to win.

Unfortunately, that’s not how it happened. While both of Vandy’s main weapons were silenced, the rest of the Commodores picked up the slack as they pulled past the Irish 75-66 Saturday night.

“That’s what we wanted to do,” Phelps said afterward. “The three-pointers obviously didn’t bother us. Perdue was on the bench for most of the game with foul trouble, and yet we didn’t take advantage of those situations. I don’t think we did the things that were there. We wanted to go inside, and we didn’t go inside enough.

“We weren’t getting mileage from some veterans. Besides Joe Frederick (who had a game-high 19 points), we weren’t getting another player wired to see VANDY, page 12

DePaul hangs on for crucial win over Irish

By THERESA KELLY
Sports Writer

It was heartbreak at the Joyce Center.

The Notre Dame women’s basketball team won the battle but lost the war against the DePaul Blue Demons Sunday. The Irish got the ball to Heidi Bunek to make the most of a Joyce ACC.

Duggan had reason to be pleased during the first day of the five below her average. Vines scored 19 points, almost five below her average.

Favorities take wins as both Bengals open

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Both sides of senior Kevin Duggan had reason to be pleased during the first day of the 58th Annual Bengal Bouts on Sunday at the Stepan Center.

Kevin ‘Vigilante’ Duggan, a defending Bout champion, got his title defense off to the right start with a second-round technical knockout of Ken Handome and Husky’ Matlanky in the junior welter-weight quarterfinals.

Kevin ‘Vigilante’ Duggan lands a left against Ken ‘Handome and Husky’ Matlanky in Sunday’s left-open party round of the 58th Annual Bengal Bouts. Steve Megargee has the quarterfinal rundown at page 11.

And Kevin Duggan the Notre Dame boxing club president was pleased with the overall performance of the boxers. “We have an excellent field,” said Duggan. “Every weight class is looking tough. We have a lot of returning champions, returning fighters and some new guys who are fighting well. In the lower weight classes, you’ve got four guys who could be the champion.”

Duggan is one of three returning champions in this year’s Bout. None of them even had to go the distance on Sunday. Mike ‘High’ Noone, a two-time defending champ, looked particularly impressive in a second-round TKO of Mike ‘Mago’ Joyce in the junior lightweight division.

“I feel a lot more confident this year,” said Noone. “I’ve been training three hours a day.”

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Editor

The Observer / Brian Voss
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